IRIS Release Notes
5.4.2.7– 08/06/2018

Pre-Arrival
Description
Assurance – WRAPS export file

Type
Enhancement

Ticket
187330

Due to policy change, modified the WRAPS assurance export
file to include co-sponsor data (if it exists) even if there is a
validated US Tie.
WRAPS import – Summary screen

Enhancement

185912

Removed the travel information at the bottom of the WRAPS
import Summary screen. It was not related to the actual import
and it caused more confusion than it was helpful.
AOR – Lautenberg bug

Bug

188205

Description
Modified Ability to Close Non-Refugee Cases

Type
Enhancement

Ticket
187352

Created a new rule that Affiliate users may not close IRIS nonrefugee cases. Only an RA user may close these cases.
MG: Unable to unenrolled members from a joined case

Bug

187846

The Affiliate receives a pop-up window displaying an error
message while un-enrolling a member from a joined case
MG: Unable to unenroll an individual from a joined case

Bug

187846

Bug

187029

Bug

187243

Fixed issue where IRIS was allowing an affiliate to send a
Lautenberg AOR to the RA when not all required fields were
filled. Affiliate will now receive a pop-up that lists the screen
and which required fields have not yet been completed.

Post-Arrival

The Affiliate was unable to unenroll an individual from a joined
case which was triggering an error pop-up related to
employment
Note: The issue has been resolved by correcting the logic on
the MG Edit screen
Quarterly Consultation (QC) Custom Report Permission
Issue
Custom Report RA Admin and Custom Report Affiliate Admin
roles were not able to view QC data sources. The roles have
been updated to view all tables related to QC data sources.
Duplicate records in section ‘Discussion Points’ on the QC
Form
For some QC reports, 'Discussion Points' 1-6 were repeated
multiple times

Post-Arrival
Description

Type

Ticket

Note: The duplicates have been marked as deleted in the
database for existing records
90-day follow-up report

Enhancement

188293

Enhancement

188231

Bug

187621

Description
MG PPR Bug Fix

Type
Bug

Ticket
187225

Corrected an issue where Affiliates were excluded from the
report if the reporting period starting and ending date spanned
multiple program years and the Affiliate did not have MG for all
those years.
MG PPR Excel Formatting

Bug

187225

In the excel export, data in columns B2 and B3 were formatted
as text making calculations difficult. Formatting was corrected
to be a number rather than text.
Improve Custom Report Expressions

Enhancement

186820

Custom report expressions now allow LIKE expressions. For
example, LIKE ‘%closed%’ searches a text field that contains
the value closed. Expressions are entered from the report
designer FIELDS tab.
New US Tie Custom Report

Enhancement

187361

A new drop down value “NA” is added to Section IV. Q4:
General Health Condition
Update to Post-Arrival Suitability and 90-day follow-up
Report
If the case has not arrived and the Affiliate/RA clicks on
“Pending” for Post-Arrival Suitability or the 90-day follow-up
report, they are prompted with an error message: “You are not
authorized to view the requested page.” The error does not
convey the message that the case has not arrived and that is
the reason the forms are not displayed.
The logic has been updated to gray out the “Pending” status
and to display the message “The case has not arrived yet”
when the mouse is hover over the status. The report will be
available for editing once the case has arrived.
Updates to PA Address
1. Post-Arrival -> Client Data grid will display Case
Members with in addition to US Address for all the
members
2. By default, ‘Same address as PA’ checkbox will not be
selected for all the case members. The checkbox ‘Copy
same address as PA for other case member(s)’ should
be checked off while adding an address for the PA
member

Reports

A new custom report data source for US Ties is available.

Reports
Description
Revise Custom Report IRIS_RPPERIODREPORT_CASE
Field BNProvided was incorrectly displayed as values of either
0 (No) or 1 (Yes). There are cases where the RP report is
submitted but the value is NULL such as when the case is a
URM and the question is not applicable.

Type
Bug

Ticket
187847

